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Abstract

A nicotine-degrading enzyme termed NicA2 was altered (NicA2-J1) through fusion of an albumin 

binding domain to increase its half-life. Examination of NicA2-J1 in vivo demonstrated a 

complete blockade of brain nicotine access, which in turn blunted nicotine’s psychoactive effects. 

These data further support development of pharmacokinetic nicotine cessation therapeutics.

Smoking is the leading cause of preventable illness in the world today with tobacco use 

killing 6 million people per year.1 Effective cessation aids are essential to assist in reducing 

the prevalence of cigarette smoking and related illness.2 Among the pharmacological 

treatments that are approved for nicotine cessation, Varenicline has shown the most success, 

however, such treatment only increases the odds of abstinence at 6 months approximately 3-

fold compared to placebo.4

Due to a low success rate with “pharmacodynamic” treatment strategies, the past decade has 

seen what has been termed a “pharmacokinetic” approach emerge for treating drug 

addiction. Of these, immunopharmacotherapy is a methodology wherein vaccines are crafted 

to stimulate the production of antibodies specific to the drug of interest.5 Many drugs of 

abuse have been targeted including, cocaine, methamphetamine, heroin and nicotine.6 The 

overall premise of immunopharmacotherapy is that the composite size of antibody-drug 

union is too large to cross the blood-brain barrier, reducing the concentration/rate of drug 

entering the brain, ultimately blunting the reinforcing and addictive effects of the drug. 

Unfortunately, vaccine strategies for nicotine addiction that have been tested in clinical trials 

have failed to achieve their primary end-point of increased cessation rates compared to 
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placebo.7 However, the results from clinical trials revealed that individuals who possessed 

higher levels of antibodies were associated with significantly higher abstinence rates 

compared to placebo.6b Complementing this idea of diminished nicotine delivered to the 

brain, multiple clinical studies have shown that very low nicotine content cigarettes (VLNC) 

lead to reduced nicotine intake, increased continuous and 7-day point prevalence abstinence 

rates, and increase in time to relapse.8 Thus, a pharmacokinetic approach for treating 

nicotine addiction could still have a significant effect on human health, but only if sufficient 

pharmacokinetic capacity can be generated to substantially reduce free drug concentration.

In contrast to simple antibody-mediated sequestering of nicotine entering the brain, an 

alternative strategy to reducing nicotine’s brain concentration would be through its 

degradation. By decreasing nicotine’s peripheral circulation through nicotine catabolism an 

effective concentration would not be reached or maintained in the brain. Toward this effort, 

we previously reported the characterization of NicA2,3 a nicotine degrading enzyme isolated 

from P. putida S16,9. In our inaugural study we revealed that this enzyme exhibits favorable 

kinetic parameters with a KM of 43.5 nM and kcat of (6.64 ±0.17) × 10−3 s−1. In addition we 

reported an impressive stability of this enzyme with a half-life of >30 days in buffer and 3 

days in serum, while products formed from NicA2’s enzymatic degradation of nicotine were 

found to be non-toxic.3

Although, NicA2’s in vitro metrics were quite favorable, the enzyme would still need to 

show success with in vivo assessment to be a considered as a viable nicotine cessation aid. 

With these thoughts in mind as a first challenge we viewed half-life in circulation as a point 

of focus, as without an increase in NicA2’s in vivo stability behavioral assessment studies 

would be limited. With a molecular weight of 50 kDa, NicA2 is susceptible to kidney 

filtration, which has an upper threshold of 60 kDa. One approach to increasing a protein’s 

stability in vivo is through fusion to another protein with an extended half-life in serum.10 

Albumin, (~67 kDa) is the most abundant protein in plasma, present at 35 – 50 mg/mL, with 

a half-life of 19 days in humans.10a Albumin helps maintain plasma pH, contributes to 

colloidal blood pressure, functions as a carrier for many metabolites and fatty acids, and 

serves as a major drug transport protein in plasma.10a While an albumin fusion was 

considered the most promising approach, simple addition of this fusion protein to either the 

N or C-terminal end of NicA2 could greatly alter its molecular architecture, and enzymatic 

activity. Fusion-structural ambiguity was reduced when the three-dimensional structure of 

WT NicA2 holo enzyme was disclosed by Tararina et al.11 Interestingly the first 52 amino 

acids (N-terminus) in WT-NicA2 were not observed in its crystal structure.11 It was 

hypothesized that this structural sequence within NicA2 is intrinsically disordered and may 

not be critical to the enzyme’s properties. With these structural reservations now adequately 

addressed the albumin binding domain (ABD)035 created by Per-Åke et al., which possesses 

fM binding to human serum albumin (HSA) was engaged as NicA2’s fusion partner.12

The first 50 amino acids from the N-terminus of NicA2 were deleted to give Δ50-NicA2. 

Residues 51Gly and 52Gly were left as native linkers for fusion with ABD035 to afford 

ABD035-Δ50-NicA2, termed NicA2-J1. The catalytic properties of the enzyme variant were 

examined by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) (Table 1).3 Compared 

with NicA2, NicA2-J1 exhibited a similar kcat and KM, indicating that the 50 amino acid 
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deletion and fusion at the N-terminus had no effect on the enzyme’s kinetics. Additional 

binding kinetic parameters were determined with a series of serum albumins (human, rat and 

mouse) by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) with a Biacore 3000 system (GE healthcare) 

(Table 2). NicA2-J1 demonstrated high affinity to human and rat albumin, both with KDs in 

the pM range.

To confirm improved serum stability of NicA2-J1, the in vivo half-life of this fusion protein 

compared to NicA2 was evaluated in rodents. Rats (n=3) were dosed intraperitoneally (IP) 

with NicA2-J1 or NicA2 (10 mg/kg) and serum was collected at 1, 4, 16, 24, 48 and 72 h. 

The serum was analyzed by enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and NicA2/

NicA2-J1 concentrations were plotted against time to generate the pharmacokinetic curves 

(Fig. 1), with the parameters shown in Table 3. Both NicA2 and NicA2-J1 serum 

concentrations peaked at ~16 h after injection. Moreover, the area under the curve (AUC) at 

72 h of NicA2-J1 was 12044 µg/mL·h compared to 4115 µg/mL·h of NicA2. After 72 h, 

NicA2-J1 remained at 100 µg/mL while NicA2 was fully eliminated, suggesting that 

albumin binding occurred, which significantly slowed clearance of NicA2-J1. Remarkably, 

the half-life of the NicA2 variant was extended to over 5 days.

With a greatly improved AUC and half-life, we next looked to examine the efficacy of 

NicA2-J1 in vivo, specifically its ability to prevent the development of nicotine dependence 

in rats. Nicotine dependence is characterized by the emergence of nicotine abstinence 

syndrome after the cessation of chronic nicotine exposure. Such an abstinence syndrome has 

been characterized in both humans and rats and is associated with both somatic and 

motivational components.13 In rats, the somatic signs of nicotine withdrawal include 

abdominal constrictions, facial fasciculation, ptosis, and hyperalgesia.14 The motivational 

components include hyperalgesia and irritability-like behavior. To test the effect of NicA2-J1 

on the development of nicotine dependence,15 irritability (bottle-brush test),16 hyperalgesia 

(von Frey test),17 and somatic signs of withdrawal18 after 24–48 h of abstinence were 

measured in dependent rats (n = 8 for each group, equal number of males and females), with 

two additional groups receiving saline as controls. Rats were exposed to nicotine (3.16 

mg/kg/day) or saline-containing osmotic minipumps for 7 days and were treated every other 

day with NicA2-J1 (10 mg/kg) or vehicle (phosphate buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4). 

Behaviors were measured 24–48 h after removal of the minipumps during spontaneous 

withdrawal and withdrawal signs were scored.19 Rats were placed inside a transparent 

cylinder (50 cm high x 30 cm diameter) and their behavior was observed for 30 min. The 

number of wet dog shakes, front paw tremors, teeth chattering, genital licks, and abdominal 

contractions were counted. A global withdrawal score was calculated for each animal. When 

tested 24 h into nicotine withdrawal, there was a significant effect of treatment on the 

withdrawal scores, F(3;28)=14.06; P<0.001. The Newman Keuls post hoc test showed that 

the nicotine exposed rats (Nico+PBS) had significantly higher numbers of somatic signs (P< 

0.001) (41.4±5.9) compared with both saline+PBS and saline+ NicA2-J1-exposed rats 

(9.9±1.4 and 12.6 ± 2.1). The animals exposed to nicotine with NicA2-J1 treatment showed 

significantly less somatic signs (P< 0.001) compared to the animals without NicA2-J1 

treatment (16.6±4.3), demonstrating the efficacy of NicA2-J1 in preventing the somatic 

signs of nicotine withdrawal (Fig.2A).
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The hindpaw withdrawal threshold was determined by using von Frey filaments, ranging 

from 3.63 to 125.89 g. Testing began after 10 min of habituation to the testing environment. 

The series of von Frey hairs was applied from below the wire mesh to the central region of 

the plantar surface of the left hindpaw in ascending order, beginning with the lowest filament 

(3.63 g). The filament was applied until buckling of the hair occurred, and it was maintained 

for approximately 2 s. A withdrawal response was considered valid only if the hindpaw was 

completely removed from the platform. If withdrawal did not occur during three applications 

of a particular filament, then the next larger filament in the series was applied in a similar 

manner. Once the threshold was determined for the left hindpaw, the same testing procedure 

was repeated for the right hindpaw after 5 min. The one-way ANOVA revealed that 7-day 

exposure to nicotine significantly increased pain sensitivity F(3;28)=3.312; P<0.05 during 

nicotine withdrawal. Rats that were exposed to nicotine exhibited a decrease in mechanical 

thresholds during spontaneous withdrawal (22.7 ± 4.1) compared to the saline+PBS (51.3 

± 5.8); saline+ NicA2-J1 (53.9 ± 10.5); and Nico+NicA2-J1 (45.8 ± 9.1) (Fig. 2B).

The bottle-brush test was used to test irritability-like behavior during nicotine withdrawal 

(48h) based on the methods previously described by Kimbrough et al. 2017.16 Testing 

consisted of 10 trials per rat in plastic cages (10.5 in x 19 in x 8 in; Ancare, Bellmore, NY) 

with fresh bedding. Three observers blind to the treatment scored the behaviors and the 

average of the aggressive responses (smelling, biting, boxing, following, exploring the 

target) and defensive responses (escaping, burying, jumping, climbing, grooming and 

vocalization) were calculated by averaging the observers’ sums. The data are expressed as 

the sum of aggressive and defensive scores that corresponds to the total irritability score. 

When tested 48h into nicotine withdrawal, there was a significant effect of treatment on 

irritability responses, F(3;28)=17.03; P<0.001 (Fig. 2C). The Newman Keuls post hoc test 

showed that the nicotine exposed rats (Nico+PBS) had significantly higher numbers of 

irritability-like responses (P<0.001) (42.4±3.6) compared with both saline+PBS and saline+ 

NicA2-J1-exposed rats (21.1±2.1 and 26.4±2.8 respectively). The animals exposed to 

nicotine and treated with the NicA2-J1 showed irritability-like responses similar to the saline 

exposed groups (18.8±1.3). In summary, NicA2-J1 completely prevented the development of 

irritability-like behavior, hyperalgesia, and somatic signs of withdrawal in animals exposed 

to chronic nicotine, strongly supporting our hypothesis that NicA2 variants may prevent the 

development of addiction-like behaviors.

As an additional means to illustrate the correlation between the behavior changes observed 

nicotine dependent rats and enzyme administration, we analyzed nicotine blood and brain 

levels in a similar experiment. Rats (n=4) were exposed to nicotine (3.16 mg/kg/day) 

containing osmotic minipumps for 7 days and were treated every other day with NicA2-J1 

(10 mg/kg) or vehicle (PBS, pH 7.4). Blood was collected after 1 and 5 days and brains were 

collected after 7 days of first dosing of NicA2-J1. Nicotine was extracted from the blood and 

tissues to be analyzed by LC-MS. Remarkably, there was no nicotine detected in the blood 

or brains in the treated group, while the control group exhibited expected concentrations of 

nicotine in both blood and brains (Fig. 3). These results clarify at a molecular level why the 

Nico+ NicA2-J1 group exhibited the same behavior as the groups receiving saline. With 

complete elimination of nicotine in the blood, it can no longer reach the brain to trigger the 

neuroadaptations leading to nicotine dependence. To put this in perspective at the clinical 
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level nicotine vaccines were only able to reduce brain nicotine concentrations 30% – 64%, 

which has been a suspected cause of the vaccines lack of efficacy.6b

In conclusion, we have disclosed a proof of concept that a nicotine-degrading enzyme can 

impact nicotine’s behavioral effects. The sequence of events demonstrating NicA2’s robust 

impact on nicotine dependence were initiated by improving the enzymes in vivo stability by 

fusion of an albumin binding domain (ABD035) to the N- terminus of a 50 a.a. truncated 

NicA2 (Δ50-NicA2). The catalytic properties of the new construct were characterized by 

LC-MS and presented equivalent catalytic activity as the WT. NicA2-J1 was further 

evaluated for therapeutic value in pharmacokinetic and in vivo efficacy studies. NicA2-J1 

bound tightly to albumin granting a much longer in vivo half-life than the WT. Serum 

nicotine distribution and behavioral testing revealed that the enzyme completely eliminates 

blood nicotine content, thereby halting the drug’s psychoactive effects. This research is still 

a work in progress, however, with these results, we believe the objective of creating an 

enzyme for nicotine cessation therapy is firmly established.

Supplementary Material
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Fig.1. 
Pharmacokinetics of NicA2 and NicA2-J1 in rat serum.
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Fig. 2. 
Effect of NicA2-J1 during nicotine withdrawal in rats. NicA2-J1 blocks total withdrawal 

score (A), hyperalgesia (B) and irritability like behaviour (C) during withdrawal. (Sal: 

saline; Nico: nicotine)
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Fig. 3. 
Nicotine concentrations in rat blood (A) after 1 or 5 days and brains (B) after 7 days of 

NicA2-J1 administration. (ND: not detected)
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Table 1.

Michaelis-Menten parameters of NicA2 WT and NicA2-J1

NicA2 variants KM [nM] kcat [10−3·s−1] kcat/KM [s−1·M−1]

WT-NicA23 43.5±4.7 6.64±0.17 1.53×105

NicA2-J1 53.3±8.6 6.16±0.26 1.16×105
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Table 2.

Binding kinetics for NicA2-J1 and albumin interaction.

Albumin ka (M−1·s−1) kd (s−1) KD (nM) t1/2 (h)*

HSA (human) 1.66 × 104 5.75 × 10−6 0.347 33.33

RSA (rat) 2.26 × 104 9.56 × 10−6 0.423 20.05

MSA (mouse) 2.82 × 104 9.45 × 10−5 3.36 2.03

*
Complex half-life: the time required for 50% of the NicA2-J1-albumin complex from being dissociated.
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Table 3.

Pharmacokinetic parameters of NicA2 and NicA2-J1.

PK parameters NicA2 NicA2-J1

t1/2 (h) 25 128

Cmax (µg/mL) 127.9 221.5

72 h AUC (µg/mL·h) 4115 12044

Total AUC (µg/mL·h) 4223 32627

t1/2: half-life; Cmax: maximum concentration. Total AUC was estimated by extending the elimination phase to X-intercepts.
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